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    01. Small Town (3:58)  02. Watching You (3:12)  03. The Nature Of Love (4:09)  04. I Got No
Time (2:55)  05. I Want Your Money (3:20)  06. St James Infirmary (3:52)  07. Fingers Under
The Door (3:22)  08. Rollin' And Tumblin' (3:24)  09. The Night We Met (3:26)  10. Don't Come
Looking For Me (4:45)  11. We're Gonna Die Sometime (4:36)  12. After The Rain (3:22)    Tim
Jones – guitar, vocals  Andy Hodge - bass  Sam Kelly - drums    

 

  

This is an album that is about musicianship rather than the power in a trio, this is what happens
when the collaboration is between musicians who feel the music. Tim Jones guitar and vocals is
the front of the band but it is the rhythm section provided by Andy Hodge & Sam Kelly that gives
the music its heartbeat and drive.

  

Embedded throughout the album are lyrics that reflect personal experiences and people, the
self-penned tracks were written in Spain during 2014, as Tim says “They’re all about people and
things in my life at the time, although some of the songs have their roots in much earlier days.”
Opening with Small Town, which has the enclosed feel of being in a small space, there is anger
and despair. The album is cut back and at times there is a sparseness of notes but the tempo
and tone and shape of the music changes with The Nature of Love a blues driven ballad where
the lyrics roll around the music full of yearning and wistfulness.

  

We have sharp guitar licks and a lightning of mood and direction on I Want Your Money this is
blues that gets your feet tapping; leading into a version of St James Infirmary where the vocals
deepen and the guitar slows and the bass line adds to the mood creating a sound full of dark
blues gloom.
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Again we have a version of Rollin & Tumblin that follows Tim’s direction with this stripped back
version that works and fits well into the timbre of the album. Closing with a funky shaped track
that has an energy others definitely sometimes miss we have After The Rain, and the storm
breaking has lifted the mood leaving you tapping your feet and admiring the skillful shaping of
the music.

  

There are twelve tracks, of which ten are originals and the overwhelming tenure of home again
is stripped back blues with the tempo being used to shape the mood this is an album full of
moody brooding blues with a hint of a storm around the corner.

  

The album is acoustic roots blues with electric over tones, there is a thoughtful precision to
every note and fleeting gaps of silence the drumming from Sam is full of intuitive connection
with the emotions of the lyrics and the bell-like quality of the guitar work.

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):
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